Outdoor Learning – Spring 6
Children’s Mental Health Week
We’ve all had feelings of sadness, anger or frustration and sometimes we just need a few
minutes to be calm and peaceful, focusing on something near or far to settle our heads and
recalibrate our emotions. We took some time to just be in the garden – studying the shape of a
leaf, listening to the birds calling, feeling the sun and the breeze on our cheeks, watching clouds
scudding across the sky or just zoning out. Try it if you’re feeling all jumbled up inside!

We tried a ‘grounding’ technique to help us focus on
something outside of our heads.
It is quite hard to
balance two small
stones on the
backs of your
hands while you
walk about and
really makes you concentrate on your hands, your
balance and the space around you. It works wonders for
taking your mind off a problem.

Why not try making friends with a tree if you need
a calm time? We looked closely at all the different
colours that make up the bark and felt its different
textures. We sniffed and listened and thought
about what might be living inside the tree or up in
its branches. Then we gave our tree a big hug!

When you work together, you use all sorts of strategies for getting
the job done. We realised you need to communicate effectively so
that everyone in the team is working to the same plan. You would be
surprised how hard it is to control a bamboo cane when it is resting
on your fingers and it took a lot of effort to lower to the ground and
raise it up again without dropping it!

And finally…look what
arrived this week!
Thanks to everyone
who collected the
Morrison’s vouchers we now have some new
garden tools and gloves. We can’t wait to start using
them after half term!

